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Opinion

Sports

Art professor mixes
hobby with work.

New speedway
possible death trap.

Bats crack in season
opener this weekend.
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44th Year, No. 17

For Your
Information
Today- Data Processing Management Association will hold
an informational meeting at
noon in the Business Bldg. Rm
113.
• Alpha Kappa Psi wil l hold
it's Rush meeting during the activity period in the Business
Bldg. Rm 110. There will be free
food after _the presentation.
• A candidate for dean of the
College of Liberal and Performing Arts, Antonio Planells, will
speak at noon in LA IO I

Trinidad Gonzales
Staff Reporter

Feb. 2 - The Honors Society
will hold a bake sale from 8:30
a.m. - 2:00 p.m. in the lobby of
the LA Building.

The Pan American/Jennifer Clemente

Jesus E. Rodriquez, engineering freshman, enjoys the shade
provided by the new umbrellas over t e tabl s Ir. t
U.C.

circle.

\.
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State

Mixed feelings surround
science building groundbreaking
Holly Meisel

The federal government
granted Texas the right to wave
education rules that might interfere with local initiatives to improve teaching.
The U.S .. Education secretary
used to be the only one allowed
to grant waivers; but under Goals
2000, this right can be given to
state education commi ssioners.
Civil rights, health and safety
rules cannot be waived.
\.

«

Nation,

An exp loding Navy F-14
fighter jet cras hed through a
neighborhood destroying three
houses and killing five people in
Nashville, Tenn. earlier this
week.
Three of the victims were in
one of the houses that was directly hit, wh ile the other two
dead were the pilots.
The jet had just left Nashville
International Airport returning to
Miramar Naval Air Station near
San Diego.
r

<{ID World
NATO soldiers maneuvered
their way toward the wreckage of
a British armored vehicle that exploded in a mine field earlier this
week in Bosnia , raising the number of NATO soldiers killed to
seven.
Soldiers cleared a path toward
the vehicle to help retrieve the
bodies. Less than 30 percent of
the estimated 6 million land mines
in Bosnia and Croati::i have been
identified by NATO forces.
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Art stiJdents receive
better working
conditio·ns

(News Shorts]

Feb. 6 - American Marketing
Association will sell pizza every
Tuesday from 11 :00p .m. I :00p.m. in the Business Bldg.
• Candidates for the 15th Congressional District will debate
during the activity period in LA
IOI.
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Staff Reporter

A ground breaking ceremony Friday kicked off construction
for a $26 million Science Building.
Last year around this time the ground breaking ceremony for
the $23 million Engineering Building took place.
Located north of the present Engineering Building construction site and engulfing eight of the university's 14 tennis court ,
the Science Building should be completed by August 1997 with
sections of it avai lab le for classes that fall.
The approximate 156,701 square-foot building will house
eight classroom , 17 biology clas lab , seven chemistry class
labs, 36 research lab , 46,offices and associated service areas.
The university 's current Science Build ing was con tructed in
1968, with enrollment at only 4,000 students. In fall of 1995,
e nrollment was more than 13,000, and the university has expanded programs and degrees in fie lds that require science as a
major support area, including engineering and the health sciences.
"One of our major concerns that we have experienced with
thi s great growth over the last few years is that the facilities
have not been keeping up with the growth," Miguel Nevarez,
university president, said during his afternoon address.
"But now, in 1996, as you can see, we are well on our way to
finally offering our students what they so much deserve: an

Art students will soon be able to weld
and scu lpt without bumping into each
other.
Space is being made ayailable for sculpting classes in
the old Wal-Mart building on
U.S. Highway 281 in Edinburg.
The building will house areas for
welding, wood working and bronze
casting. Classes should begin in the
building next month.
Previously, sculpting was taught in
the same area as the jewelry classes,
but sculpting requires more space.
The Art Annex has limited space, and
· sculpting includes working with welding
and metal forging tools. The e conditions
caused the class area to be declared unsafe by the university's safety committee.
The total space allocated for sculpting
in the annex was less than 600 quare feet.
The new facilities will be more than 10,000
square feet.
The University of Texas-Pan American
received a 20-year lease to u se the build-

ing last year. Other departments using the
facility include Continuing Education and
the Center for Entrepreneurship and Economic Development. Additional space is
being u ed for torage.
"This is a great thing happening here," said Richard
Hyslin, sculpting instructor.
"It is going to be a huge improvement. Now we are going to be in a space that is
adequate."
Luis Valderas, a graduate of the art department,
expressed gratitude about
the sculpting classes being moved to the old
Wal-Mart building.
" I think it is a great
move," Valderas said. "This is the first
major step. This only leads to the development of the program."
Plans to add more equipment, including a sande r for stone cutting, also impressed Valderas.
"The only thing that can happen is great
tuff," Valderas said. "The miracles we
were doing with these old tools."

Bacchus/Gamma chapter named
best in the nation
from Jefferson Elementary in ute flyers that describe how subEdinburg three or four times a se- stances affect the heart.
Staff Reporter
mester. They also are helping the
• National Collegiate Health
Although only two years old, school organize a "Just Say No" and Wellness Week, March 4-8,
the Bacchus/Gamma chapter chapter.
when they will help ADAP man
here has been named outstand- · Also at the general assembly infonnation tables and will serve
ing chapter in the nation.
Bacchus/GammaPresidentMarissa juice to competitors in a Beach
The group received a plaque Herrera, was named Certified Peer Volleyball Toumamenl
and $400 last semester at its na- Educator of the Month; and Kim- • The weekend prior to Spring
tional general assembly in Wash- berly Kelsey was elected a member Break, March 10, when they will

Kathy Clemente

ington, D.C.
Two aspects of the group's programming were instrumental in
the win, Bacchus/Gamma adviser Jeanette Broshears said.
They mentioned Bacchus
Buddies and "our year-round diverse programming," Broshears
said.
Bacchus Buddies is a program
designed to help educate elementary students about substance
abuse, gangs and self-esteem.
The group works with students

See Groundbreaking, p. 2

of the Student Advisory counsel for
Area 6 which includes Texas, New
Mexico, Mexico, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas.
Audrey Leonard and Herrera
were nominated by the campus
chapter for outstanding member.
Other activities the group plans inelude:
• A District 6 area conference
Feb. 2 at the University of North
Texas in Denton.
• Be kind to Your Heart, Feb. 14,
when they will help ADAP distrib-

Financial aid workshops leap into the future

r

Financial aid
express schedule

Electronic filing speeds application processing
Kathy Clemente
Staff Reporter

For the fir t time students here can apply for financial aid electronically and find
out within one week whether they qualify.
The good news is that financial aid personnel will help applicants file electronically so responses will not be delayed by
errors.
The bad news is that applicants or their
parents, if applicable, must have filed their
1995 income tax returns before filing their
financial aid application.
Beginning today. the Financial Aid Office has scheduled a series of workshops
throughout February af'd a Financial Aid
Fair to help with the filing. Anyone plan-

ning to file electronically must sign up for
one of the workshops. To sign up for the
work hops call the Financial Aid Office
at 210-381-2501.
The workshops, called Financial Aid
Application Ex pre s, are conducted in Student Services Room 145.
The 4th Annual Financial Aid Fair,
called Round Up this year, will be from
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Feb. 7 in the Ballroom.
Financial Aid Awareness Week is Feb. 5
through Feb. 11.
The workshops are an "excellent way
to complete their financial aid form accurately,"' Nikki Ricoy, assistant director of
financial aid, aid.
"The usual four-to-six weeks that it
takes to process the application will take

distribute sunglasses and CocaCola to drivers at the rest area
north of the Sarita checkpoint on
Highway 77 to promote buckling
up and driving safe.
• Distribution of flyers
throughout the community to announce the arrival of the AIDS
Memorial Quilt in April 11-14.
"The chapter has worked hard
and has received many honors; I
am proud of them," Broshears,
who is also a national area consultant, said.

a week with the electronically transmitted program," Ricoy said.
During express workshops, students
will receive help in completing their 199697 financial aid application or renewal
application. The application will be transmitted electronically to the U.S. Department of Education.
"Anyone applying for aid for the first
summer session needs to apply by Feb.
15 to be ure their aid arrives in time to
pay for classes by the deadline," Ricoy
said.
During the Round Up, personnel will
help students complete their '96-'97 financial aid application or renewal application.

See Aid, p. 3 -...

Feb. I. 10 a.m.-1 I a.m. & 2 p.m.-3 p.m.
Feb.2. 11 a.m.-noon & 3 p.m.-4 p.m.
Feb. 5. 2 p.m.-3 p.m.
Feb. 12. 2 p.m.-3 p.m. & 5 p.m.-6 p.m.
Feb. 13. 9 a.m.-10 a.m. & noon-I p.m.
Feb. 15. JOa.m.-11 a.m.
Feb. 16. 9 a.m.-10 a.m. & 2 p.m.-3 p.m.
Feb. 19. 10 a.m.-11 a.m. & 4 p.m.-5 p.m.
Feb. 20. 10 a.m.-11 a.m.
Feb. 21. 9 a.m.-10 a.m. & 2 p.m.-3 p.m.
Feb. 22. noon- I p.m. & 3 p.m.-4 p.m.
Feb. 23. 9 a.m.-10 a.m. &3 p.m.-4 p.m.
Feb. 26. 2 p.m.-3 p.m. & 4 p.m.-5 p.m.
Feb. 27. 9 a.m.-10 a.m., 11 a.m.-noon &
5 p.m.-6 p.m.
Feb. 28 9 a.m.-10 a.m.,noon-1 p.m.,
2 p.m.-3 p.m. & 5 p.m.-6 p.m.
Feb. 29 9 a.m.-10 a.m., 2 p.m.-3 p.m. &
4 p.m.-5 p.m.

--------------
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Groundbreaking from p. 1

excellent learning and research environment," he said.
Noemi Adame, member of the
inaugural c lass of the Premedical
Honors College Program, saw the
new science building as a benefit
to the entire student body.
"As a teaching assistant, I see

the need for new equipment and
foresee that the new facility will
increase the students' enthusiasm
for the sciences," she addressed.
Texas Sen. Eddie Lucio also
participated in the ground breaking ceremony and left the audience with a quip that had reminded him of university officials
and faculty.

•

'"We're not in it for the income;
we' re in it for the outcome,'' he
said. "I think that' the kind of faculty members we have at UTPA."
William H. Cunningham, chancellor of UT- y tern, noted that
Pan American will have some of
the finest cience education facilities anywhere in the United States.
"This proce s i long overdue at

UTPA, .. said Cunningham during
and students.
his address. "The need for these
"I'm happy for them (science
facilities could no t be more
Layne Jorgensen, chair
students),"
clearer."
of health and kinesiology, said,
Many of the students who atSee Groundbreaking, p. 3
tended the ceremony were excited
about this new project.
" I think it 's fabulous," said . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Nelda Yzaguirre, chemistry major.
"I wish it would be ready sooner

CLASSIFIEDS

Roommate needed to share apartment
expenses $133/mo plus utilities. 7813208 or 316-1877 .
Cruise Ships Hiring: Travel the world
while earning an excellent income in !he
Cruise Ship & Land-Tour industry. Seasonal & full-time employment avai lable.
No experience necessary. For info. call
1-206-971-3550 ex1. C 58632.

~ Grill &Sports Bar
(Full Service Restaurant)

1615 WEST UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG• 381-0124

Loss of the eight tennis courts
has upset some faculty, coaches

so that I could take advantage of
it."
Biology major Erica Cruz
agreed.
"It' II be good for the rest of the
students who are coming behind
us," Cruz said.

Faulkner, Warhol & Hemingway began with a publication. Begin your career. Submit to Gallery '96. Art, Prose,
Poetry, Photos & Essays. Deadline
March 4, 1996, COAS. 266 381-3638/

GRILL

W
\l/

BURGERS• STEAKS• SEAFOOD• APPETIZERS• BANDS ON WEEKENDS• 4 TV SCREENS

Travel Abroad and Work. Make up to
$25-45/hr. teaching basic converstional
English in Japan, Taiwan, o r S.Korea.
No teaching background or Asian. languages required. For information call:
(206) 97 1-3570 ext. J58632.

UTPA Students Citrus Fiesta Special
until Feb 15. One years' signed contract
- last month free. Six month signed
contrac t - last half-month rent free. The
Palms. 383-0275.
Fast Fundraiser. Raise $500 in 5 days.
Greeks, Groups, Clubs, Motivated individuals. Fast, easy. No financial obligation. (800) 862-1982 Ext. 33.

CanterburY. Episcopal
Association
Noon• Feb. 7

Communion Service in Chapel
Followed by Free Lunch

RA'S Billards is still in the same location. Restaurant next door. All American
Food. Austin sports bar atmosphere. Plenty of parking,additional parking on
west side of the building & in the back. Call in orders welcome 381-0124.

(210) 428-4111

U.T. Students,Staff & Faculty
Looking fora place to unwind, relax and get a bite to eat-well it's here! RA'sGrill &Sports Bar
walking distance from campus. RA'sGrill offers full service restaurantfeaturing Burgers,Steaks,
Seafood &Appetizers. Fora good time after a great meal, walk next door to ourgreatbillards
spot featuring 15 pool tables, dart boards and the best time anywhere. If it'ssports you want we
always have a II sporting events on any of our 9 TV screens. Look for more on weekends; we will
bring you the best local bands around on Fridays and Saturdays.

BOOKS •

CARDS •

GIFTS

SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOME

5 19-4750
SPRINGFIELD BUSINESS CENTER
(ON 495 BETWEEN SHARY AND

GLASSCOCK)

BOOKSTORE

For Information Call 381 -0124
Open l l a.m.- l0p.m.Sun-Thurs
11 a .m.-2 a.m.Fri&Sat.

MON-SAT

SUN

IO AM - 7 PM

I PM - 5 PM

ARREL OF Fun

Call 381-2541
for Advertising

DEFEn/lVE DRJVlnG
/CHOOL
He VALL€Y'S FIRST COM€0Y
€F€NSIV€ DRIVING SCHOOL

I
~
s1, ,s -~ •

• NC Repairs • Tune-Ups • Brake Repairs • State Inspection •

Joe•s Texico Automotive Service Center f

-PLENTY OF BREAKS • CONFORTABLE SE ..TING
·TAUGHT BY COMEDI ANS
-SPANISH CLASS ES AVAILABLE

SPECIAL

618-JOKE

♦

•

llle ......... II.

501 N. Closner
Edinburg, Tx 78539

~
~

Plus tax and Disposal Ftt

1 ■800■329-1882
10% off with I.D.

~

3

Earn from $4.50 to $6/hr.
Can 381'-2500

Break/ast • Lunch • Dinner
7A.M.-10PM.
(Sun -Thurs)
7A.M. -Midnight
(Fri &Sat)

FRIDAY B104 NIGHT
B

-

11

PIVI

ALL DRINKS
ALL HEERS
21+ - .
No
18+ - . $1.0'lt

$

$ l~O'tt
Cover till 10
Cover till 10

:IL-=--0>~ DRAFT ALL NIGHT

B-1104 :DANCB
INTERNAl:IEJN-Ab

N'JCGBT

RETRO

N ■ &HT

EDINBURG

,

Opportunities
High School Juniors, Seniors and Graduates who
qualify, may fill vacant positions in the Texas Anny
National Guard. Abrut $20,000 in salary and education
assistance includes:
• The Mootgocnery GI Bill
• Paid Job Skill Training
• Hands-On Experience
If you qualify for the Montgomery GI Bill, you can
earn up to $m a month for 36 months provided you
are a fuD-time student. For more information about
the Texas Army National Guard and additional benefits, call today!

Mexican Food

321 W . UNIVERSITY DR.

383-0521

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE PAID TO STUDY?

TEXAS

E4a1~--

COURSE DESCRIPTION

HOURS

Provide Plasma to earn
extra cash and save lives.

7 days a week - Sa.m. -4p.m.

REQUIREMENTS

l) Need extra money

PREREQUISITE

No hislory of Hepatitis

2) Wilng-,ess to P'OVede a
product that others need
3) Knowledge that you
cannot get AIDS from
providing plasma

EXPECTED COURSE RESULTS

TIME REQUIREMENTS

Extra money (up to S100 in 2 wlcs.J
Good grodes & the sotisfoction
of knowing that you hove provided
a product that might help
soveo life.

Approximolely two hours.
twiceo week

Age: 181069
Weigl!: 110 lbs. min.
Good health

0
i fi'\DflT 1
-:::,(;$5? • THE GAP • LIMITED • EXPRESS •

~

~

<: McALLEN'S UPSCALE ~
8

RESALE PLACE

5

o::

Fashions for
Women and Children

~

~

~
9

FIRST DONATION • $20 with student I.D.
Up to $100 in just 2 weeks!

Smg To Your FJvoritc
Best 01 MTV's 120 Minutes The Best OF
NIN-Ministry-Morrissey Mariachi Music Artists From Mexico &Spain

631-696

Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating.
It's like being paid to studyl
ALPHA PLASMA CENTER• 102 s. 16th st. •McAllen• 682-4159

':~

Mon. - Sat.• 10 a.m to 5:30 p.m

~
~

Thurs. - Open 'til 7 p.m.

~

5

5
:i:
>-

~
2
•

REMEMBER ... RESALE IS ,rn
THE ULTIMATE WAY
TO RECYCLE!

D~"fri
'\:)CY

w

•

(j)

I
c

0

•
0

0::

~

g

The Courtyard
5401 N. 10th St., #115
McAllen • 686-5437

~

•

~

5

~

~

0

NIGHT PAR~X KARAOKE

SFC Juan Longoria
210-318-0253

■.,,.,._,._r....
Amerirans
... At Their Best

Check out anew course offered by Alpha!

Studenll.D.

ALTERNATIVE MA~.ll\JXEE! INTERNATIONAL

W/ Clo11e1 In
Horllngen &
mcAllen

Student callers
needed for UTPA
Phone-a-th on.

~

~DEL TACO
Authentic

618-5653
1-800-511-JOKE

CO

• 383- 1882 • 383-4133 • Bpr.: 3 18-6137 • Fax: 318-1389 •

10% Discount
with UTPA I.D.
(Dine in or
Carry-out)

GOT A /PEEDlnCi TICKffi
"LAUGH IT AWAYl"

":>. ('('>

>
~
z

z~•
0

.,.,3~dX3 • 0311~n • dVe 3Hl • lSS3~
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Groundbreaking, from p. 2
"but I wish the administration had
been able to have found land perhaps elsewhere. I am hopdul that
they will, in the future, see fit to
build courts at least as comparable
to the one\ they're tearing down."
Coaches watched the site of the
courts in silence Friday afternoon.
"It was silent," Jorgensen said.
"There were -.everal of us standing there, watching the demise of
the tennis courts. Obviously, we
are supportive of the administration, but we are still sad that the
tennis courts had to be torn down
to make way for another teaching
facil 1ty. It\ one of those situations
where you're both sad and glad."
James Langabeer, vice president
for bus mess affairs, explained the
site choice.
"We did have some very good
cou rts, and I agree they were and
rumored to he the best courts south
of San Antonio, mainly because
they dried rather quickly,"
Langabeer ,.;aid. "But as long as
we are in the education business,
science education i:,, going to have
to take a lead over having more
courts .
"The on ly .plc1ce we could put
that building that made any sense
was where the tennis courts were
at. Unfortunately, like everything
else, when you want to have an
omelette, you sometimes have to
crack some eggs."
Langabeer said they will think
very seriously about replacing the

tenrn s courts when the university
buys more land.
"We are currently trying to buy
land," Langabeer said. "We have
not forgotten about the need for
tennis courts, but they do not, in
anyway, compete with the needs
for academics."
. After the new Science Building
1s completed, the old sc ience
building on the north side of campus will most likely be renovated
for use by both the College of
Health Sciences and the College
of Liberal Arts.
"My suspicion is that the College of Health Sciences and Human Services wi 11 be a major contender for space," explained Ted
von Ende, institutional research
and planning director. "The College of Liberal and Performing
Arts will probably have at lea t
some claim on the auditoriums in
the Science Building complex for
the larger classes that the health
sciences wouldn't be using because their classes are mostly required to be small."
Tennis courts will not be the
only area lost to recreation. The
intramurals field will mo t likely
be th~ area to be used for the Institute of Trade and Technology
Building.
"That building is approximately
24,000 square feet, costing a little
bit in excess of $3 million"
Langabeer said. "It will go directly
east of the track or south of the
HPE2 building. We've already got
the team together and the money

identified. It's just a matter of
when the architects get a package
together."

Aid from p. , _ _
credit cards, money management
and much more will be provided.
Participants will be eligible for
free food, door prizes, scholarships drawings, music, gifts and
U.S. bond giveaways.
Also at the fair, Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (V ITA)
will help students complete income tax forms. Business students in the Accounting Society
are the volunteers of VITA. The
society will also provide assistance on Tues. thru Thurs. Feb. I 5
through April. 15 at 4 p.m.-7 p.m.
in the College of Business in the
lounge on the 2nd floor.
In addition, the fai r will feature
Student Loan Lender Booths, at
which aid applicants can talk with
bank personnel to see whether
they might qualify for a bank loan.
"The fair is a good opportunity
for students to communicate with
banks to see if they are eligible,
and also for one-on-one help to
complete the aid form," Ricoy
said.
To avoid having to pay fees out
of your pocket and wait for
rei mbursement,students shou Id
file applications no later than Feb.
28. This will assure applications
will be processed and returned to
the Financial Aid office by April
15, the Pan American deadline.

Should students miss the deadline, they can sti II apply for financial assistance any time during the
year. but may have to pay tuition
from their pockets.
To receive aid students mu t
have financial need: a high chool
diploma or a GED certificate, or
pas ed an independently administered test approved by the U.S.
Department of Education, or meet
other standards the state establishes that are approved by the
U.S. Department of Education.
Also they must be enrolled as a
regu lar student working toward a
degree or certificate in an eligible
program; be a U.S. citizen or eligible noncitizen; have a valid Social Security Number; make satisfactory academic progress; sign
an educational purpose/certification statement on refunds and default; and, if required, sign a statenien t of updated information
'
register with the Selective Service.
Materials needed to complete
the aid form are the applicant's tax
return or parent return (if applicant is a dependent) and spouse's
tax return (if applicant i married);

'"""'""Tl.......,. !

i)1_,P •

-·- - - nate
is of~ring-~rad
I ::!'."U-'3'1L • '311
cc11or
l
I
j

Fellowships for up to

11 . Operators speak English and
Spanish.
When calling the hot line students will get a chance in a drawing for two $500 scholarships
sponsored by the Texas Association of Student Financial Aid Admini trators and Texas Commerce
·
Bank.
For information about financial
aid, call 210-381-2501 or 210381-2502 or write to:
The Univer ity of Texas- Pan
American, Financial Aid Office
1201 West University Drive, SSB
186, Edinburg, Texas 78539

Student callers
needed for UTPA
Phone-a-thon.

'87 TOYOTA TERCEL

Earn from $4.50 to $6/hr.

can 381-2500 ·

The Pan American
accepts guest columns
from students or profes•
sors. For more information, call 381-2541.

SUPER BUY!!
Blue, two-door hatchback
very cold AC, AT, new stereo
all maintenance records '
newly painted, original ow~er
driven by only one person. '

EXCELLE~T ON GAS!
Mint cond. $2,950
H: 631-7764
P: 316-9049

Y&SMEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

Direct from
Los Angeles
The World Xenowned

Phi Kappa Phi
m:J;'I , '4,,

W-2 forms; records of taxed and
untaxed income.
The same application is used for
all Federal Student Financial Aid
Programs such as, Federal Pell
Grants, Federal Suppl emental
Educational Opportunity Grants.
and
Subsidized
Federal
Un ubsidized Stafford Loans,
Stafford/Ford Federal Direct Subsidized and Un ubsidized Loans
Federal Perkins Loans, Federai
Work-Study and Title VII and Public Health Act Programs.
Summer '96 UTPA financial aid
deadline is Feb. 15. Applications
are available at the Financial Aid
Office.
Anyone with question can call
an information hot line-College
Financial Aid l-800-323-3961from l Oa.m to 6 p.m., Feb. IO and

Anderson
String Quartet

H

·

to graduating seniors with
outstanding achievement s records.

Lab Coats Starting at $25.?5
Serving you with quality
at super discoum prices.

210 E. Cano • Edinburg, Tx
318-1194
We honor Visa - Master . Discover
Layaways Welcome
Larger Showrooni

Wd~
Open: Tues • Fri
9 a.m. - 6 p .m.
Sat. byAppt.
Closed Mondays

At The
UTPA Media Theater
February 10, 1996
From 7 p.m. To 9 p.m.

$7"000

Allention Health Cn.reer Students
Littman Lightweight Stethoscope $39.9S

By Appointment only

380-6588

Tickets Now On Sale

2014 W. University
Edinburg

Jlt The University Center :Rm. 305

UT'PJl Students -W1rh Valid JD $2.00
UT'PJl Taculry. Staff-With Valid JD

kinkvs
the copy center

Jlnd Senior Cltluns $3.00
General 'Public Or )fr The Door $5.00

For information and application materials
contact the secretary of Phi Kappa Phi Chapter' #239
Dr. Wendy Ja1nes-Aldridge, Psychology/Anth ropolog;
381-3329

LATE NIGHT COPIES
8:00PM rill 1Hid11i.t.:hr
./11.~·t Bring in thi.,. Coupon for

For Further Information, call (210) 381-3676
Sponsored by The Office of Student Activities
'
The University Program Board And
The UTPA Music Department
Your Student Service Fees At Work!

~

Office of SNdcnt Development. Division of Student Affa1n .

'

Ir special accommodations arc nccusary, plcuc nil the Office of
Student ActivitJCJ a.t (210) 381-3676 at least S days prior to the event
so that appropriate arnngcmcnts can be made

S,·(f
Sen•,·
Co1ti,·~
,-

A~,
3 l / 2</: •j

ll.5 " , II " rq,:. \\'hill' Hund

• COll'O' F\l'IIHS :-1.l I W,
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PEAC E CORP S
presents an Interactive Teleconference for
students and career counselors!

IF YOU COULD LIVE OVERSEA S
~= ~~ •
1NHERE IN THE
1NORLD \NOULD
VOUGO?
P~esiding Judge 370th District Court - 4 years
V1s1hng D istrict Judge - 1 year
Graduate of McAllen High School

B.A. Degree - Pan American University
Law Degree • St. Mary's Un1vers1ty
Asst. District Attorney - Hidalgo County - 6 years
Practicing Trial Lawyer. 1974 to 1990
Substitute Municipal Court Judge - McAllen 1980 . 1982
16 Years of Active Courtroom Trial Experience

* COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT *
McAllen Kiwanis Club
McAllen JC's Alumni Member
Our Lady of Sorrows Catholic Church • Men's Club
McAllen Chamber of Commerce
Former Commissioner • McAllen Housing Authority
Former Director - Rio Grande Valley Boy Scouts
Youth Sports • Former Referee and Coach

* AFFILIATIONS *

Judge Fidencio M. Guerra, Jr.
Political Advertisement Paid for by FIDENCIO M. GUERRA, JR.
4 Pecan, McAllen. TX 78501
Dr. Dan Guerra •Treasurer• 80_

President - Hidalgo County Bar Association 1982-83
President · Catholic Lawyers Guild 1983084
College of the State Bar of Texas
National Judicial college
Texas Judicial College
Texas Association for Court Adm1n1stra1ton
American Judges Association
American Judicature Society
Master of Judicial Studies • Candidate

************* ************* ************* ***

Find out how you can make a
difference! How you can
travel, get paid to live overseas and defer your student
loan by serving in Peace
Corps. Explore the World!

THUR.~ FEB. 1

4:30pm-6:0 0 pm
Academic Services Bldg.
1.106
CALL IN AND HAVE YOUR QUESTIONS
ANSWERED ON AIR LIVE!
He~r from President Bill Clinton, Solicitor General of the
United States Drew Days. Health and Human Service SecDonna Shalala, First Peace Corps Director Sargent
nver and Peace Corps Volunteers from around the world.
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Campus

"Las Calneras Hablan", an exhibit by 1991 graduate Eduardo Garcia is
currently on display in the CAS Gallery.

toR.nts

Professor turns his hobby into art
Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

If you're good enough to mix
what you love doing with your
work, you're fairly rare .
One such person who has made
his hobby into a money- making
venture is art professor Dr. Norman
Browne.
Close to three years ago
Browne started creating a series of
illustrations that have became one
of his most popular works.
The subject of the works is foh
of many types and species. ·The
originals are made from clayboard
using metallic leaf and acrylic
paint.
This body of work is a labor of
love for Browne, who discovered
the sport of fly fishing when he was
four years old.
"[' ve always loved fi hing, but I

always separated my hobby from
my art," he said.
Browne said he became fascinated with the metal and gold details that he saw in fish and decided
to experiment with them.
These works are a natural extension for Browne, who specializes
in biological ·illustrations.
He is quick to point out though,
that these works are not straight
biological illustrations.
"I take a simplistic view of the
fish," he said, «but they (the works)
are not natural, I mean you don't
see fish in gold leaf."
"I also wanted to get away from
the 'action' illustrations offish that
I had seen and present t~em differently."
Even though the prints are not
'natural,' they are taxonomically
correct.
So much so that the nature

magazine, Texas Parks and Wildlife recently contacted him about
using some of his works in an upcoming article.
His work has also been used for
scientific purposes at the University of Montana·.
His works have been also displayed worldwide in art galleries
and fishing shops, and bought by
fishing enthusiasts such as Robert
Redford.
Browne said he never expected
these works to gain such a varied
audience.
"I thought fishing enthusiasts
would be more interested, but I was
pleasantly surprised by the response," he said.
He gained even more exposure
when he decided to market his
work on the Internet.
Browne said Anthony Hampton,
a counselor with the university,

.

was the one who came up with the
idea of creating a Web page for
his work.
"Anthony is the computer brains
behind this operation and deserves
a lot of the credit for starting up
this new venture," he said.
His works can be seen at http://
www.vt.com/art studio.
Browne said he plans to continue
expanding his web site and include
his recent works of trout flies or
lures in the collection.
Browne said these works show
his continuing interest in science
and biology.
"I actually began studying biology in college but changed to art
when I realized science is too rigid
and disciplined for me," he said
"This prints though show how r The bluegill sunfish, which is native to Texas, by Dr.
still have great interest in that Norman Browne
·
field ."

'Garden' auditions set for next week

Folkloric company presents dance program .
The University of Texas Pan
American Folkloric Dance Company will be presenting "Alegria
'96" at 2 p.m. on February 10 and
11 at the UTPA Fine Arts Auditorium.
The program will feature a variety of Mexican dance suites including dances from the states of
Michoacan ,
Puebla,
and
Tamaulipas. Some of the many
highlights will be a section titled
"Corridos Mexicanos," a folk ballad involving a love triangle and
"Uuvia d~ C~erda" a dance suite

that features a style of dance
unique to the company. The dance
combines the Mexican and Texan
cultures of our area mixing the
Mexican polka and the popular
Texan two step. Dances from the
state of Jalisco will close the program featuring new costumes that
were designed by well known choreographer Rafael Zamarripa.
The 1995-1996 academic year
marks the 26th performance season for the Folkloric Dance Company. The dance company, under
the direc~\011 of Francisco arid

Maria Oralia Munoz, is made up
of 24 students.
Tickets are $5 advance and $7
at the door. They can be purchased at the Chamber of Commerce in Edinburg, Pharr,
McAllen,
Weslaco,
and
Harlingen. Tickets are also available at the Rio Grande Valley
Chamber in Weslaco and
Melhart's Music Center in
McAllen.
For more information call the
Folkloric Dance Company at 3812230.
I
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The University Theatre will
hold open auditions for those interested in trying out for singing
roles in the upcoming musical
"The Secret Garden."
Auditions will
held at 7 p.m. February 6 and 7 in
the Studio Theatre
located in the
CAS building.
Students, faculty, stan ana community members are encouraged
to attend. Roles are available for
children ages 10 and up, and
adults.
Auditions will be held individu-

ally with the director and music director. Those interested need to
come only one night. The play's
director, Dr. Doug Cummins, can
make special arrange~:;,~
tents for those
Nho cannot come
on one of the
scheduled nights.
Each person
will be expected
to perform a memorized song from a Broadway muicaJ. The song should be a ballad
or lyrical song, as opposed to a
" belt" type of up-tempo song.
An ccompani twill be provided

or those auditioning may bring
their own. Sheet music must be
provided for the accompanist.
All those auditioning will also be
asked to read from the script.
Scripts will be available for a oneday check out from the University
Theatre Box Office with a $10 refundable deposit.
"The Secret Garden" will be presented April 24-28, · with rehearsals beginning on March 18 after
spring break. Some chorus rehearsals may be scheduled in February.
For more information on auditions, call Or. Cummins at 3813585.
' I
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RESTAURANT/ ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

OT-PA N-AM GREE K NICitl
EVERY THUR SDAY
Membership Recruitment Night
FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER
ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS.
ALSO SIGN UP TABLES
FOR NEXT GREEK GAMES

:!!

10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Wednesday

Feb.7,19 96

University Ballroom

18 YEARS fiND OLDER WELCOME
99~ 11 OZ. BOTTLED SHINER BOCkt
BUD ICE & WEINHA RD BOARS HEAD
99~ HEINEKE N DRAFT ALL NIGHT

FREE fill you (fiN EfiT BUFFET fiT 8 P.M.
FREE VIDEO GAME PlfiY 8 P.M. TILL 11 P.M.
Free Application Assistance
1996-97
Money Management Services
Income Tax Form Preparation ,
Loan Lender Booths and More!
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Eclectic duo tempts us with tasty songs
"Somewhere in Between"
Happy/ace
Gear Records

CIBOMATTO
"Viva! La Woman"
Warner Bros. Records
First of all I wi II help you pronounce the name of thi s group ... It
is best said like this, Chee-bo Motto, which is Italian for 'crazy food '
and probably has nothing to do
with anything on this album. It is
simply an expression of slang that
was derived from a I 970's Bmovie, 'Seso Matto.' Okay.
enough hi story! If you can say it,
then you can buy it.
Of course, before you buy it you
must pass my three point checkli st. One, do you like house/ acid
music·? Yes, then move on ... Second, do you have an extreme range
of musical taste ? In other word ,
do you I ike all types of music
mixed together under a surreal
wrap of sweet drenching vocals.
Okay, you are still with me ... Finally, before you move on I must
now ask thi s.
Do you like music that is at the
same time not really music? Songs
that are not coated with words, instruments that are played but not
heard? Yes? Man you are weirder
than I am.
Buy _this album and give me a
call here at the paper. We just might
be able to hang out and groove to
our debut Cibo Matto CD. I will
bring some Pink Floyd and Brian
Eno and we can trip the grooves
out all night long.
Viva! La Woman is one of those
albums that catches you by surprise
on track after track. All at one time
this release could be called surreal
pop, deranged jazz, abstract
hardcore, and funked-out weird
noise. Still I am having trouble relating this work to anything I have
ever reviewed or purchased ever

This trio's qebut EP "Somewhere in Between" is a study in
guitar-laced pop with a few surprises. The majority of the album
is filled with simple yet infectious
rhythms with the compelling vocals of Rob Clark and the fierce
pounding of drummer MJ
Ramirez.
Discontent with just pop, the
band tinkers with ambient sounds
in the songs "What's it All About"
and the title track. These musical
experiments are interesting and
feature more of the band's talents
than the disappointing "All
Alone."
The band is at its best when it
mixes its pop harmonies with its
more ambitious musical tastes as
in the song "Fine Today."
While this album does not
blow the listener away, it does reveal great sounds from a promis-

***

ing band.
1/2 - Lydia Puente
For
more
information
on this
Courtesy of Warner Bros. Records
Spicy, sweet duo Clbo Matto serves up delectable
record, write to Gear Records,
treats with their new record "Viva! La Woman."
3456 N. Hills Dr. No. 158 Austin,
before... and I am on my L6th lis- is created by leaving me in sus- TX 7873 1 or e-mail
ten. A true highlight of this album pense. Either way, I have gained Hface@AOL.com
is "White Pepper Ice Cream," a in my musical experience by my
"Magnetic"
richly, mean and textured song brush with Cibo Matto, and enWakeland
with a slight, sassy touch. Ifl were courage you to take a listen or
Giant Records
at Warner Brothers, I would make catch this group somewhere along
this my first video because the the way.
What kind of music scene could
song brings to mind stark, heavy
_U nlike too many bands that I
there
possibly be in Stillwater,
images. What I cannot see in the review or take a chance with, this
Okla?
It must be a pretty good one
music, I could easily show on film. band definitely has the spark and
if
it
turned
out a band of the caliThat could be my only stab at underlying drive to make it in the
this imaginative and moving ex- often absurd and abstract world of ber of Wakeland. This power quarpression. It's often very difficult to music... A few bands that are popu- tet seamlessly blends harmonies
decipher what the message or lar now could take a lesson or two and irresistible' guitar hooks into
points are. I get an idea or a feel- from Cibo Matto in both style and melodic rock gems.
"Magnetic," indeed, describes
ing, but I would really like to know substance. Mark M .
fhe band's sound. In the tradition
what the artist's point of view is. Milam
of great bands like the Hoodoo
Perhaps the allure and excitement

****

Say It With
Roses
Happy ·
Valentine's
Day

E d in burg

Balloons • 6tuffed Animals M
~ Artificial Bouquets • fruit Ba~kets V
Carnations
We deliver and we accept Credit card .

~ JLw_}et1,■-:

We Gel 11 Righi

*

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO

STARS

VALLEY-WIDE

Specializing in handmade tortillas
Mrs. G's homemade recipes
All food made fresh daily on premises

PATOS

TRY 'EM,
YOU'LL LOVE 'EM

50

t-,-+--+---+-5'

10

u
C1995 Tribune Media StNlces, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

9 Unnecessary
10 Ky. college
11 Acetic ano
sulfuric
12 Where actors
perform
13 Goll cups
21 Finish
23 Cincinnati team
25 Entreaties
26 Movie dog
27 Seethe
28 Russ. city
29 Swiss river
30 Glossy
32 Salty water
33 Loafing
3" Short letter
35 Dell
36 Withered
38 Disturbs
41 Horse color
42 Takes Into
custody
44 Chicle product
45 Snapshot
46 Inert gas

Gurus, Wakeland is not afraid to
line its hard-edged rock with pop
melodies. They draw you in with
wry lyrics like in the psuedo-lament "Falling Again." Lead by
the strong vocals of Chris Sullivan,
the band features a pulsating
rhythm section in bassist Andy
Nunez and drummer Brad
Heinrichs.
The band has considerable experience and it shows on "Magnetic", their third album. The desperate ballad "For Once" could
easily sound weak in other circumstances, but the band manages to

S 3 X 3
S 3 3 H

3 l B
l Y I
3 N 3
H 3 J.

47 Happening
48 Cowboy 's rope
49 Flowerless
plants

51 Regrets

52 Venture

53 Wild g<.•:!t
54 To shelter
55 Minus
58 Eggs

turn this spare song into a memorable tune.
Wakeland, who have already
won a large following with their
live shows, have lost none of their
edge on their major label debut.
They bare their teeth on the
scorcher " Don 't Worry ( Sta r
Song)."
With the glut of forgettable "alternative-pop" music currently on
the market, Wakeland stands

****

above the rest. Lydia
Puente
For more information contact
Wakeland@aof.com -

SAVE BIG
WE CAN'T BE
BEAT ON PRICES.

Jae-Lin's will deliver Valentine gifts beginning Feb. 12.
Open on Sunday and evenings beginning Feb. S.

C.,

••
•
'I

C.,

•••

STUDIO STYLES
His & Hers Salon

Now Featuring

"Perm Zone"
Starting at $20
Free treatment with perm.

SPRING SPECIAL

if

• Roses • Carnations • Vanity Baskets • Gourmet
Baskets • Stuffed Anim~ls • Cookie Baskets •
Mugs of Kisses • Musical Treats •Sexy Baskets
for your Special Valentine

orth 10th St. • McAllen

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across f rom HEB on Bus. 281

CALL AH EAD
FOR FASTER SERVICE!

ANSWERS

...
"
...
ffec,-~;6-1204 :

R EIi~

&tPATO
,1WHITE noua

2 Watchful
attention
3 He had an Irish
Rosa
4 Show pain
5 Placards
6 Metric unit
7 Automobiles
8 Famous boxer

17
20

g:;'t:WZO Ut,n,cw- h n ~p,<XU' k ~

QQ6CS •

383-8611

DOWN

1 Heavenly object

14

W~~lfP//fdJ.~~IM,W~,p-. §red/¢

<;:>

1320 N. Closner

Send America's favorite
flowers to someone special
including yourself!
ORDER EARLY

l

1116 S. Closner
(1 Block North of H.E.B .)

ACROSS
1 Rascal
6 ReaCI quickly
1o w ,10 part)
14 Forbidden
15 Story
16 Outside: pref.
17 Opera songs
18 Border lake
19 Coin of Iran
20 Goes In again
22 Deepen
24 Comp. pt.
25 Makes happy
26 On ship
30 Winter vehicle
31 Rail birds
32 Things of good
fortune
37 Rows of seats
38 Leval places of
ground
39 Distribute
40 Reactions to
pollen
42 Change
43 Pig sound
44 Lorna of
" Bonanza"
.t5 Man of the
cloth
.t9 Kind of coat
50 City In Cuba
51 Tending to
correct
56 Certain poems
57 Journey for
pleasure
59 Black
60 Ship weights
61 Tied
82 Kilm-,r poem
63 Aware of
64 Rude talk
65 Genders

.

Vivian's flower 8hop
c:J

THE Crossword

1108 - J\. S. Closner
Edinburg * 381 - 8705

No appointment

necessary

Mon-Sat • 9-6
Special on Haircut.<.
w/ UTPA ID $ I off

OPEN DAILY 7 A.M. SUNDAY 8 A.M .

ACROSS FROM UTPA
EDINBURG . . . . 3 83-0725

Check Local Listings!

~
A

LALO'S
COMEDOR
New owner from Laredo, TX.
akfas

6 a.m. -11 a.m.
All Choices

$1.80

Sonia's r.seauty Shop

~

324 E. Cano • Edinburg, Texas (
Open 7 days 6:30 a.m. - 10 p.m.

.

--~ -~

.. ..

~~ "'.

.

383-6501
1,
U!NNEB
S~EfJi\
5 fl.Ill.
p .111.
fO

LARGE BUA'GE R COMBO
11 a.m. - 3p.m.

Prices at $1 .99,
$2.99 & $3.99

Fish - - - - - - - - - - - - $3. 99
Shrimp - - - - - - - - - - $➔ .99
Parrillada - - - - - - - - - $8.99
Para 2 personas

Orders to go extra .25c We cater parties
These specials good all day for university students, staff & faculty on'l:_

Large Double Meat
Hamburger
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink.
with cheese 30¢ extra

_:

-

.

..

-

LARGE BURGER

Tuesday and Thursday
after 5 p.m .

These low price specials show our appreciation for your
business. Thank you for stopping by our store.

Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. Un i v ersit y, S uite 5 • Edinburg
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Start your engines; new speedway opens on highway 107 ,
oooooom! Hold on to your
seat! We have entered the
speedway without air bags
•• or crash helmets; so unless
you want to get run over, you better slam
the gas pedal down and pray that your
engine or tires do not explode before you
reach Edinburg.
As the sweat beads on your face, and
your heart kicks a double-beat, you start
to wonder ifby mistake you signed up for
Kinesiology 8088- Theory of Race Car
Driving (Highway Lab included).
What was once simply Highway l 07
has now been transformed into a minispeedway by the odd assortment of vehicles and drivers who bum from one end
to the other.
I call this path the Edinburg Speedway,
even though my end starts near the tiny
town of Combes. Just the name itself calls
to mind the images of the crash carderbies of my childhood. Those insane evenings of wrecked cars, broken glass, and
cheering crowds sti ll haunt my soul.
Fortunately, I have not been one
of the scattered accidents or the recipient
of a traffic citation along the highway.
No, I am sti ll here and my truck is sti ll
functioning, but my nerves are frayed and

2

(,

JJ"iniinq '?finfJt!>'S
Mark M. Milam

J
.

my once-steady driving hand has started driving at a certain speed, they are not
to shake. Maybe you do not feel that way going to change. That means either that
at this moment, but do you remember last you keep up with this highway madness or
week? Last week when that truck roared soon find yourself flattened and left behind- or worse with a smashed car, a
upon yourbumperbutyoucould not pull
over, so the fool pressed his luck to pass mass of twisted metal and glass, and a trip
you and the other two cars in front of you. to the hospital... unless it would be better
Of course, he just barely skipped in front just to take you to the morgue.
At this point I have
of the on-coming traffic, placing not
not seen anyone
~--...-,
only you but every other driver on
killed, but I have
that road at risk.
seen enough
~~
Now that you remember
calls and
close
~
o
t
back
think
that feeling,
damaged vehow many other times in
hicles to make me
_,,.
~
the last month that it..
wonderhowlongthiswill
has happened. Ever ~
true?
hold
trickince the word
The human condition is of the nature
led down to the genchanges that it often takes drastic events and tragic
era! public that there woul
across the country in speed limits, it has consequences to change our perspective...
been a season of free-wheel burning. With this in mind, what will it take to
make us responsible drivers?
Before the signs have even been changed,
Let us hope that it is not your death or
if that is to be the case of Highway 107,
it appears we have started the rally test mine behind the wheel of our vehicle.
What a shame it would be to lose your life
for the spring competition.
because you were racing to school or to
to
I realize that once people get use

------=::::
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your home. If you can take the time to
read this column, then you can take the
time to drive the speed limit.
Now that I have you thinking about the
issues I have a few more suggestions.
They are very simple and I am trying to
incorporate them into my life. Granted,
sometimes we all speed and, at times, we
all find ourselves running late. We are not
perfect, but I urge you to always be reasonable and responsible when it comes to
issues such as these.
First of all, if you have to be somewhere
at a certain time, then leave early ... Give
yourself enough time to travel and arrive.
If you are going to push the speed limit,
then at least drive calm and calculated.
Too often I see the weaving, lane-changing speeder who has no respect or caution
for fellow motorists. On the .,ame note, if
you want to go slow, then stay in the righthand lane ... which in most cases is intended for slower traffic. Allow those
who want to go around and travel fast
enough space to carefully maneuver
around you. A slow, unresponsive driver
can be just as dangerous as a fast, reckless
one.
Remember to please use your turn signals when you are on the highway. It is

important for other drivers to know whicq
direction you 're heading.especially when
traffic is whizzing by you on both sides.
Also pay attention to what you are doing. You can fiddle with the radio or:
change tapes at the light. .. It sure is better
than eating your tape deck as you flY,
through the front window.
inally, no matter what els~
you do, at least wear your seat
belt. Its effectiveness is with1
·•
ut question in saving lives and
preventing traffic casualties.
Once again, as in everything in this ljfe,
you make the call. Your free will allows
you to make this decision, but I am here t9
make a sort of footnote in your thought~
and reasoning. I drive up and down High:
way 107 every single day and the situation is getting worse, even though I c~
see the simple solution.
That solution , of course, lies with us, th~,
licensed drivers, and how we define re+
sponsible, reasonable driving. If driving
licenses were given on merit, most of u
would be walking. Finally ,just remembet
that for every inch of personal liberty tha
you have, you must also take a mile of
•
:
personal responsibility.

r.

•
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Article shows 'lack of
institutional control'
The article published last week concerning questionable
meal receipts turned in by Volleyball Coach Oscar Segovia
illustrates how the administration has handled problems
within the athletic department
A letter to the editor, written by the director of media
services for the athletic department, and published below,
questions why The Pan American ran the article when the
event happened three years ago.
1he answer is simple.
I. The Pan American printed the article because
although it happened three years ago, the only ones who
knew that it happened were the officials directly involved.
2. The students, who support Athletics through $1.5
million (45 percent)) of their $3.4 million in student
fees (in fiscal year 1996), want to know what
happens to their hard-earned money.
3. How the administration handled the athletic
department in 1993 explains part of the reason the
department is in so much trouble now. As more
and more information emerges from the athletic
department, it is becoming clear the reason for
the problem is what the NCAA calls "a lack of
institutional control."
And this is not the first time that the NCAA
has accused The University of Texas-Pan
American of this lack of institutional control.
The last NCAA inquiry into the athletic
department also sighted a lack thereof.
So the root of the problem within the
athletic department is becoming clearer and
clearer and it leads to the top. And President Nevarez must now take responsibtlity
for the now emerging problems because
of the "lack of institutional control."

(
r

Director of athletic
media services
questions purpose
of article
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Plea e let Trinidad Gonzales
know that it' l 996. Bill Clinton
is president, and there are now
50 states in the Union. He may
want to do a story on those
"timely" events.
Just a "timely" was his frontpage article in the Jan. 25 issue
of The Pan American ("Audit
Committee Clears Questionable
Receipts"). The entire story was
about events that took place as
"recently" as December 1993,
yet Mr. Gonzales is apparently
trying to earn the Garaldo Rivera
Award fur investigative reporting. This "in-depth" story (a
history lesson, at best) was Mr.
Gonzales's "Capone's vault."
What was the purpose of the
article? The events - investigation and all - were completed

Letters to the Editor
more than two years ago. Why
drudge up an admittedly embarrassing event of the past and - on
top of everything else - why
place it on the front page? The
only purpose to be had would be
to damage the reputation of
UTPA volleyball coach Oscar
Segovia.
As a journalist myself, I well
know the bad reputation that
journalism has. In many cases,
that reputation is unwarranted,
but articles like this one further
tarnish the journalism industry.
Was the purpose of the article to
educate the Pan American's
readers? No. Was it an indepth look at events currently
taking place? No. As a rehash
of past events, what useful
purpose did it serve? None.
As the article itself stated,
" ... the committee did not find
sufficient evidence to conclude
that Mr. Segovia has been
fraudulent in his travel reports."
Again, what, then, was the point
of the article?

I understand that Mr. Gonzales
is a young journalism student
setting out to make a fast name
for himself, but digging up old
dirt in the name of news will not
provide the kind of reputation
Mr. Gonzales wants. There was
no new angle to the story, no
new allegations; ju t a rehash of
a 1993 investigation that had
been conducted and completed.
I have enjoyed reading The
Pan American because (until
now) it has brought up-to-date
information about the university
that I would not otherwise know
about, being sequestered in my
office. I believe that the newspaper should now take a look at
it elf and its product and ask
itself what its true purpose is.
Compare to other newspapers :
no one writes about the
Watergate scandal any more,
except as a historical article.
There aren't many articles about
the Vietnam War, and articles
about the energy crisis have
given way to features on gas

J
prices.
On a more equal level, there
are no more articles about the
events in Kuwait or Saudi
Arabia, nothing about the
baseball strike or what damage
theater popcorn can do to our
health.
Why? Because it's old news. :
It's already happened. The
event has come and gone. There
'
.
1s no reason to redo the news
(except in a historical context)
because it's already been done.
The sole evident purpose for
Mr. Gonzales's story was to
attempt to damage the reputation
of Oscar Segovia. There is no :
reason for putting the story on :
the front page; the logic behind
printing it - let alone putting on
Page One - escapes me.
The Pan American owes its
readers an explanation - if not an
apology - for digging through ·
the archives in search of damaging dirt. More constructive,
more informative, more educa-

See letter, p. 7
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tional articles cou Id have occupied that space and been more
beneficial to its readers.
Journalism? If you call "Hard
Copy" and The National
Enquirer "journalism," then
congratulation, Pan American :
you deserve their version of the
Pulitzer.
This university needs a good
newspaper, and it can have one;
before this story came out, I
thought it had one. There is
talent among those whom I have
had the pleasure of dealing with,
and that talent goes across the
board: writing, photography,
editing and layout.
Every newspaper makes
mistakes that it would want to
take back and undo, and usually
atones by making note of its

mistake in the manner the
mistake was made: in print. I
urge The Pan American to
apologize not just to Mr. Segovia
but to its readers in general for
allowing such a tasteless, untimely and unnecessary article to
run , much less atop the front
page. Your newspaper is what
you make of it, and your names
are attached to everything printed
in it.
Right this wrong. Correct this
injustice. It is the only human
thing to do.

year; second baseman junior
Mick Tosch, who had a batting
average of .306; shortstop junior
R.J. Garcia, who sports 28 RBI's ;
and sophomore Thomas Rohan,
who will catch and switch to first
base from time to time.
"I think we are going to be all
right because the pitching looks
good, the hitting is pretty good
and the defense looks all right,
and I am real anxious to get
started," Ogletree said.
Last season the Broncs ended
1995 with an overall record of
David B. Snow I 7-37 with 12 of 18 games won
Director of Media Services at home and 4 of 17 won on the
road. The team missed getting
into the Sun Belt Conference
by half a game last
Tournament
average of .275.
ahead for the
schedule
The
year.
Also adding experience and
according
tough
be
to
looks
team
seniority is first baseman junior
to Ogletree as they will play all
Matt Siskowski, who had four
of their tough opponents in the
home runs and 13 doubles last
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HiLine Internet Services, Inc.
519 Nolana, Suite I 00
McAllen, TX 78504
The Valley's Only
Full-Service Internet Provider.'
UNLIMITED
1
time onllnel
~
• NO busy $ignals • Free training • Brownsville access lines
• Electronic mail • Your own World Wide Web h ome page
• Full, uncensored, uncut Newsfeed • All 28.8K m od erns
• Call about our specials for s tuden ts, faculty and staffl

UTPA
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES
Member of the American College Health Association
BUSINESS OFFICE HOURS;
Monday - Fri day
8 a.m. To 5 p.m.
Tues. 8 a.m. - 7:30 p .m.
•

•

•

Pharmacy

•

Laboratory

•
•
•
•

Immunizations, includin g Chick en Pox Vaccine

•

Sexually Transmitted Disease Infor mation

•
•

Contraceptive Information

Insurance

Proriding choices in Reproductite Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'Irimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for &lucational Programs • Adoption Senices

Medical T reatment For: colds, flu, s ore throats, ear
aches, gynecological problem s, urinary tra ct problems, digestive tract p roblems, m inor injuries

:i;;;;rand_,._,.,..,

MYTH ADVENTURES
3000 N. 10th. St., Ste. C, McAllen 78501

687-3104

LkenMd by tJae T~ Department of Health

lblJNDE
~~
<I)~

PAP Smears

AVAILABLE AT

For Information Call:
(210) ii28-6242 or (210) ii28-62ii3
Valley: l-800-i&6ii-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287

Confidential Pregnancy Testin g

Located in Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall, Room 103
For more information call
381-2511

:

In association with Adoption A.fflliates

FREE patient consultation with physic ian,
physician assistants and nurses for all currently
enrolled UTPA students.
New FLU VACCINE AVAILABLE NOW
FREE H1V TESTING Monday 9 a.m. to I Ia.m. and
I p.m. to 3p.m and Friday 9 a.m. to I I :30 a.m.

IJD§IJB§

You askedforthem,nowyou have them !

$5 80

per month

381-0464
Hurry, they're going fast!

Arv~

~t-,

TttONDERCLOOD DfilLY CO~BOS!!!
Fresh Sub, Crispy Chips &ColdDrink

$3.4,
(Tues.-Fn.)

Monday's Combos only$ 2. 99
Try our award winning Meatball Sub for only. 99 Cents
\S'-<l

~~

<:>\S'

We Deliver and Cater call

383-0083

l 002 West University (Across from UTPA)
Watch for our McAllen Location coming soon!!!

ublime
11th st
llen, tH
1
18.3801

(corner of Sugar Road & Spra g ue)

2bedroom
2Bath
Washer/Dryer connections
Covered parking
Se curity System
Pest Control System
Applia nces (refrigerator,
sid e by side,
Rang e, dishwasher)
Ceiling Fa ns, Good cents

Our goals right now are to get
this team conditioned and to have
a chance to win the post-season
tournament," Adams said. "I
think we have a realistic chance
to do that if we continue to make
the progress we've been making.

roductive Services

MEDICAL CARE HOURS:
8:30 - Noon 1- 4 p.m. M-F
Tues. 8:30 a.m.- Noon
1 1>.m. - 7 o.m.

•
J
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beginning of the season.
"I think out of the ten teams in
the last two weeks," he said.
the conference I would rank us in
After their Jacksonville game
fifth out of the ten, but we will
the team will host another topprobably end up nea r the bottom
ranked conference team, Uni verto begin the season," he said.
ity of Southwestern Louisiana ,
Coming back in the outfield
on Saturday at 7:30 p.m.
will be sophomore Jeff Moore,
who leads the team in steals;
senior Dean Davidson leads the
Broncs in assists; senior Marty
Moulton , and sophomore Matt
Peters, who will see a lot of
playing this season.
Following their games against
UTSA the Broncs will play
Incarnate Word College at Jody
Ramsey Stadium on Tuesday at 3
p.m. and at 1 p.m on Wednesday.
"If we get off to a good start I
think we will be well on our way
of having a real good year,"
Ogletree said.

Fig. 3. The G eometry o{Taste

Add yottr choice offresh fixin's to a Subway Footlong
and you've got the equation for a great sandwich. Because
at Subway, we have the angle on taste.

,SUBWA\r.
~ 1'96

Ooclo, s Anoc,3tes Inc

l 02 S. 2nd St. Edinburg

618N. 10th McAllen

380-2625

630-4376

FREE STUDENT
TEXT
Science and Health
with
Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy
CALL 686-4241
Christian Science
Reading Room
911 N. Main St. • McAllen

OPEN Tues. & Thurs.
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

..--

.
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Baseball Preview

Boys of summer start 1996 season this weekend
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The Broncs have a stellar history that includes a
29 game winning streak and a 39-1 home record in
1975 , they also topped the SO-win mark five times
and earned 13 NCAA appearances in the 40 years
of Bronc baseball. Since the Broncs joined the
NCAA Di vision I baseball league back in 1967, the
team took fourth in the College World Series in l 971
after winning the NCAA District VI championship.
The team is coached by one of the second most
winningest active coaches in NCAA Division I, head
baseball coach Al Ogletree , who heads into his 29th
year at UTPA with a school record of 1,029 wins
and 563 losses.
With the I 970's buried deep in the Bronc history
books, will this year's crop be able to revive a legacy
of winning tradition and write their own chapter in
UTPA baseball? The answer to this question can
only be answered by the 1996 B ronc players, who
wi ll take the field Saturday against the University of
Texas-San Antonio in a seven-inning double header
that begins at I p.m. at Jody Ram ey Stadium. The
team will host UTSA again in nine innings at 1 p.m.
Sunday in what wi ll be a very busy week for the
Broncs.
Ogletree said this weekend will be a test for his
team as they start the season with fresh faces and
returning veterans, who he hopes will teach each

Dillard from Vernon Junior College.
The top left handed JC transfer pitchers for the.
team are Mike Karow of Tyler Junior College and
junior Jeff La Rocca from Katy. Junior college transfer catchers include Steve Redden and Ben Phillip,
both from Tyler.
Ogletree said his pitching and catching staff will
be a new squad that will give the team what they
lacked last year and that was left-handed pitchers,
of which he now has five.
"We picked up good pitchers this year and the last
two years we did not have a left hander, and this
year we have three left handers," Ogletree said.
"Pitching and catching, to me, are 80 percent of the
game and we have some good catchers and the pitching looks real good."
The pitching taff this year will consist of five returning veterans including senior Shelby Thomas,
1996 Bronc baseball team: Bottom 1-r: Shawn Moes, Eric Wright, Bryan Blau, Mick
who was instrumental in the Broncs' wins last seaTosch, Matt Peters, Jeff Moore, Angel Perez, Will Miller, Scott Wright, Kevin Brockway.
son; but, because of a sore arm, Thomas may start
Middle 1-r: Saul Cadena, R.J. Garcia, John Bailey, Ben Phillips, Tom Rohan, Jaff Pool,
'
later in the season.
Dean Davidson, Steve Redden, Mike Holder, Marty Moulton, Heath Autrey, Matt
Jody
senior
Trevino,
Kiki
junior
is
returning
Also
Siskowski, Manager Jesse Ozuna. Back 1-r: Head coach Al Ogletree, Jeff LaRocca,
Moore,junior Rick Navarro and sophomore Anthony:
Marco Marquez, Richard Crenshaw, Ralph Dillard, Rick Navarro, Garrett Westenburg,
McCullar.
Mike Karow, Jody Moore, Anthony Mccullar, Shelby Thomas, Peter Toledo, Kiki
This season the Broncs'entire starting infield and
Trevino, Assistant coach Reggie Tredaway.
most of their outfield are returning. Returning to the
niors."
other the keys to a good baseball team.
infield is third baseman and captain, senior Heath'
This season the Broncs feature 28 players with 16
"We've got some young guys that need to get some
Autry, one of the best hitters on the team with an
experience, but I think that everyone is going to con- rookies on the roster. They include top newcomers,
tribute to this teams success," Ogletree said. "I hope right-handed pitchers, junior Richard Crenshaw,
See Preview p. 7
the young guys learn from the older guys, our se- from Angelina Junior College and junior Ralph

~
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Broncs welcome Dolphins
Team hopes to dominate defensively
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Lady Bronc center Michelle Hinton plays on a wounded
knee against Lamar on Saturday at the Field House where
the girls were defeated, 64-55, however on Monday the
women broke their six game losing streak by defeating
Prairie View A&M, 56-42.

The 4-5 conference Broncs will
play the Jacksonville Dolphins,
the No. 2 team in the S un Belt
Conference at 7:30 p.m. today at
the Field House.
According to Head Basketball
Coach Mark Adams, Jack onvllle
will be a formidable foe.
"Jacksonville overall has the
most explosive offense in the conference," Adams said. "They have
some very talented players. They
have one of the best three-point
shooters, Jerome Malloy, and one
of the best inside players in the
conference, Artemus McC lary,
who is an excellent candidate for
the most valuable player in the
conference this season."
Adams said the Dolphins are a
transitional team who like to rack
up the points while the Broncs
play a more defensive style.
"We are complete ly d ifferent
types of teams," he said. "They
are a transition team that likes to
put a tremendous amount of emphasis on scoring and we are a
team that puts a tremendous
amount of emphasis on defense,
our styles are certainly different."
The Broncs are currently shooting 61 points per game and defensively holding their opponents to
69 points.
"Our team is a half court team
that is much more deliberate than

Jacksonville; therefor e, we need to
try to make J acksonville play a
slower style than they are used to,"
Adams said. ''That will be advantageous for our team and it will
give us an excellent chance to win
the game."
The Broncs new players lack experience offensively, but in
time, Adams believes his team will
prevail. Although the Broncs are
in last place in the conference,
they are only three games away
from being in third position .
Top players on the team are
Keylon Haynie, named the SBC
Player of the Week last week, who
has a field goal percentage of .61 1
with four steals per game, 5.5 in
rebo undi ng, and shoots 13 .5
points per game.
Another strong player for the
B roncs is Terrence Fitzpatrick,
who averages 17 points a game
with a total of eight rebounds,
while teammate Lalo Rios has a
three-point field goal percentage
of .324 with at least two threepoint field goals per game.
Adams said that the players vary
percentage-wise from game to
game, so on any night any player
can have an excellent game or a
bad one.
"We have established our starting line-up and it is different from ·
what it was a month ago, in that
we have shown improvement over

See Men's p. 7
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Tennis teams host the only home matches this year
Top ranked Laredo Junior College visits the men and women netters on Friday
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The tennis teams host Laredo
Junior College Friday in the only
two home matches scheduled for
the netters this spring. The dual
match begins at I :30 p.m. at
Orville Cox tennis courts, adjacent to the track. Laredo's men's
team is ranked in the top five junior college teams in the country.
'They are going to be as ready
as they can be at this point in time
early in the year," said Head Tennis Coach Greg Hilley. "They are
going to try and win this match
just as well as any other match."
Hilley said that this season the
women will be a better team than

''

The women's team will be better this year than
last year, the same as our men's is better than
last year's."

those of past year becau e the
team has depth and there are I 0
players, whereas last eason there
were only six players.
Returning are sophomore Karen
Bowley, from Hurst, Tex., and sisters Erica and Jes ica Sanchez
from Mission.
New players include freshmen
Yvette Viljoen from Pretoria,
South Africa; Gladys Fernandez

Greg Hilley
Tennis coach

and Cindy Munoz from Mexico,
Cele te Bernal and Criste]
Escalona from McAllen, Christine Laury from Washington and
Selma Garcia, a native of
Edinburg.
"The women's team will be better this yea~ than la t year, the
same as our men's is better than
last year's," Hilley aid.
Hilley said Bowley's and the

twins' experience "will definitely
help at this level."
With the original tennis courts
being tom down to build the new
science building, Hilley said that
both teams will find themselves in
a predicament this season.
"It i going to take longer to play
this match because we are down
to six courts v.:ith two teams playing on them," he aid.
Bowley, Viljoen, the Sanchez
sisters, Fernandez and Bernal will
play women's doubles and singles.
In men's doubles and singles
action, Gianni Von Naeher, Jesus
Garcia, Rafael Gonzalez, Brian
Smith, Horacio Gutierrez and
Alex Ra era will compete.

AfterSuperBowlXXX,
what's next for the NFL?
ons to the Dallas Cowboys and to all you,
hard-core crew and the bandwagon j
n the Cowboys proved and earned the
nee
'World Cbam,Jous.' After a season of hard criticism
y oppone , the Cowboys find themselves back In the

b
bunc

beJnaNo.1nt to talk about how pleased I was with the Super Bo
ad a game that was not a show but a competition. Not
~ f?ll gave the Pfltsburp Steeltrs much or a chance
abd I took the point spread, and guess what? I was a
happy man late Sunday night.
The Steelers almost stole the
+l,UU.n(I ditt ~,u,i~s game in the second half. Then the
mighty Cowboy offense , favoiw
___ at 13 to 14 points, failed to blut
_ _M_a_r_k_M_._M_n_am
the scoreboard, leaving the spJ:"e41d
as it was and the bookies in Las Vegas reeling. This might have
been one of the few Super Bowls where all sides left satisfl~
Dallas fans went home counting five championship rings In their
team's record, while the Steeler crowd slumbered home to Pittsburgh, counting the money they made from taking the Steelers
and the points. How great can It be ?
The Super Bowl is all about money•.. Dallas has the largest
payroll in the NFL. The commercials sold for a $1.2 million,
and Las Vegas took a bath on the game. The problem is that
this might be one of the last good Super Bowls for some time
because of the salary cap in the NFL. As it gets more expensive
to purchase talent and teams, fewer teams will make the trek to
the Super Bowl.
How can the clubs like Seattle and Arizona compete against
teams such as Dallas and San Francisco? They cannot, so what
happens is that fans and the NFL suffer as teams like Dallas
steamroll their way to glory and greater revenues. In the end
we will see this not only affect events like the Super Bowl bu;
the entire season and sense of fair competition.
The regular season, like recent Super Bowls, will become a ·
stupid joke when you realize that there are only a few excellent
teams. I love football but I will turn my back if t he NFL allows
that sort of situation to develop. I live without Major League
Baseball, I could probably survive without the NFL as well!
What I see is that the NFL finds itself in a position of having
teams who go to the Super Bowl one year, but spend the next ·
season recharging payroll and talent. In the near future it will
cost so much money to make it to the Super Bowl tha; it will
wipe your team out. Not only in sal:try and bonuses, but in the number of talented players left. Everyone else will want your
stars, your heroes to go to their club so that they can make it to
the big d ance.
Th~s scenario already exists, but it is a small growing sore
that 1s about to spread everywhere... Who is going to want to
hang ou_t then? W ho is gofng to pay for that ugly spectacle? Not
I, nor will any decent sports fan. It is time to ma ke some changes
so that we can always have exceptional Super Bowls.
This year's Super Bowl should make the NFL p roud. It should
also ser ve as a wake-up call to the owners, teams, players, and
ta t
fans a bout the popularity of NFL football, and how im
por n
.
. . th .
·t . t
league.
the
of
it
spir
and
1 IS o mamtam. e mtegr1ty
th
Forget the attitudes, the greed, the relocation of t
earns, e
ff
• uJ .
ma~p abon o ans, and.the issue of money. Instead focus on
playing and sportsmanship. If we focus on that as t I
pee, am
· d ll h
ctonvmce a t ese arguments and gr ief will slowly disappear...
I was a great season· of football, b ut now I am ready for the
NBA. Can anyone stop those free-wheeling Chicago B u IIs... and
w h at h appene d to th at team from San Antonio?

